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Abstract  
As a night tourist destination that is unique and has great potential, Puncak Sosok requires an evaluation of Puncak Sosok's marketing communications. The formulation of the problem in this research is how to evaluate marketing communication conducted by Puncak Sosok managers. The purpose of this research is to describe and to find out the evaluation of Puncak Sosok marketing communication and the supporting and inhibiting factors in its implementation. This research uses eight main marketing communication models by Kotler and the PII (Preparation, Implementation, Impact) evaluation model by Cutlip-Center-Broom with a qualitative approach. The results of the evaluation on the preparation aspect are conformity with the objectives and background where fluctuations in visits, but there are no details number of the tourist targets so that the measurement of success is not detailed. Evaluation on the implementation aspect are that most of the programs have been running well, but there are problems such as social media creativity and the absence of tour packages and authentic Puncak Sosok products. Impact evaluation results on most programs have had a positive impact such as the number of media publications and known as a typical night tourism destination with live music. Nevertheless, some programs are still ineffective and need to be improved, such as direct marketing and personal selling programs, which have less impact on attracting tourists. Supporting factors are the relationship that exists with the media and stakeholders, while the lack of innovation and knowledge of human resources in marketing and media use become inhibiting factors.  
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INTRODUCTION  
Bantul has great potential as a tourism area. The increasing number of visitors is one of the driving factors for increasing the income of local residents. This is evidenced by the data of Local Revenue from the tourism sector, Bantul Regency which continues to experience an increase. In 2012, PAD was recorded to receive Rp 5 billion, then increased to 11 billion in 2015 and increased again to Rp 29 billion in 2018. In 2016, the number of visitors reached 5,148,633, then in 2017 it increased by 77.54 % means an increase of
3,992,517 visitors. In 2018, the number of tourists increased by 3.28%, namely 300,708 visitors (visitingjogja.com, 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Tourists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>5.148.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>9.141.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>9.441.858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 10 of 2009 Regarding tourism, the tourism destination, hereinafter referred to as a tourism destination, is a geographical area within one or more administrative regions in which there are tourist attractions, public facilities, tourism facilities, accessibility, and communities which are interrelated and complement the realization of tourism.

Puncak Sosok was established in December 2017 and officially became a tourist destination in March 2018. It is located in Jambon, Bawuran Village, Pleret, Bantul Regency. As a night destination, Puncak Sosok can be enjoyed every day starting at 15:00 - 00:00 WIB with the entrance fee as sincere. In addition to via Instagram, promotional tools that are used include social media facebook, media publicity, events, and websites with subordinate domains.Bantulkab.go.id. As a tourist destination that implements the principle of Community Based Tourism, Puncak Sosok always involves the active participation of the people of Bawuran Village starting from the initial stage until now, Puncak Sosok has been established, the community is always actively involved to jointly prosper the community through tourism.

Competition in the field of tourism is getting tougher, but the majority of Punsok managers are middle-to-lower class people who are still unfamiliar with tourism and have only capital. The manager has difficulty innovating because he does not have a reference data to develop. Until now there have been many Bantul tourist destinations that are rarely visitors even closed in a span of less than 5 years. That is because people who handle it die or move without regeneration or the absence of new innovations. As happened in the vineyards in the Bambanglipuro and Kali Buntung Tourism Village in the Jetis area, Bantul (Hendrayanti, 2019).

The results of the prasurvey interview with the manager of Puncak Sosok and Bantul Tourism Officer revealed the problems and threats that occurred related to the marketing communication of Puncak Sosok, as an outstanding tourist destination by achieving third place in the
category of national youth pioneering youth in the field of natural resource management and tourism on 2019, potential and unique. The marketing communication strategy that has been implemented must be evaluated in order to be able to further develop of Puncak Sosok and the achievement of the destination as a tourist destination that is prosperous for the peoples.

**PII Theory (Preparation, Implementation and Impact)**

According to Cutlip-Center-Broom in the book Effective Public Relations cited by Morissan, M.A (2008: 226) describes the evaluation divided into 3 stages, Preparation, Implementation and Impact. These stages include an evaluation of the outcome and income. PII evaluation does not provide a specific methodology, but assumes that all programs and campaigns will be measured by social science methodologies that will be supported / funded by clients / business owners (Wasesa and Macnamara, 2013: 283). Noble & Watson explained the evaluation stages as follows:

Preparation Phase, Tests whether sufficient background and information have been collected in order to plan an effective program. In addition to gathering information that will be the foundation of the program. The next thing that needs to be tested is the content and message of the material produced. The purpose of this test is to ensure that the content and message is in accordance with the pre-planned plans that have been made.

Implementation Phase, Conducting research on how the strategies and tactics of the program are implemented. Evaluation can start from the distribution of program materials and the amount of attendance at a special event, to how to bring the target public to understand the core messages carried by the organization. Evaluation at this stage can identify deficiencies in a program, for example such as the distribution error of media broadcasts or errors in the use of communication media.

Researcher collected information about the implementation of Puncak Sosok marketing communication program and reviewed the implementation with the concepts used in the research, namely using the elements of the marketing communication mix according to Kotler and Keller which consisted of eight main communication models, namely advertising, sales promotion, Events and Experiences, Public Relations and Publicity, Direct Marketing, Interactive Marketing, Word of Mouth Marketing, and Personal Selling.
The form of implementing the elements of Kotler's marketing communication mix can be seen in the Puncak Sosok marketing communication strategy. In the advertising aspect, Puncak Sosok does not do offline advertising, but uses advertisements on websites and social media. Puncak sosok does not rent certain spaces such as using advertisements in electronic media, television, radio, or print media. Apart from going through the Bawuran Village website and social media, Puncak Sosok also uses posters needed in a special event. The use of promotional strategies with advertising on social media and posters is the mainstay strategy of Puncak Sosok because it is practical, effective and low cost to inform tourists.

The aspect of sales promotion in tourism is generally in the form of tour packages and rental discounts, but this has not been implemented by Puncak Sosok. The unavailability of tour packages is due to the very limited availability of Puncak Sosok facilities. Even so, the manager said that some visitors to Puncak Sosok expected a tour package provided by Puncak Sosok. Until now, visitors who want to enjoy the facilities at Puncak Sosok in groups or more than a day can still get low prices with the negotiation system or by request. From the cases that occur, the Tour Package is an important thing for tourism promotion. The existence of a Tour Package aims to make it easier for tourists in the process of buying and selling products or renting the facilities provided with prices that are stated in detail and clearly. As explained by Kotler and Keller (2012: 541) “Sales promotion, a key ingredient in marketing campaigns, consist of a collection of incentive tools, mostly short term, designed to stimulate quicker or greater purchase of particular products or services by consumers or the trade”. Advertising offers a reason to buy, whereas sales promotions offer an incentive to buy. This strategy is quite effective in establishing good relations with travel agents by establishing good relationships with various local and national travel agents with Puncak Sosok.

In the aspect of events and experiences, Puncak Sosok carried out by organizing music and cultural-based activities or events that can reach many potential tourists who do not like advertisements. The event which was carried out through live music was enlivened by selected bands so that the performers of this event were not just any band. The manager will ask for a video appearance from the potential filler to see the quality. Bands that pass the selection by
the management will be contacted and then appear on the Puncak Sosok stage directly. The culture-based event that has been held is the Bawuran Fest. BawuranFest covers a wide range of events and offers the experience of enjoying the culture at Puncak Sosok firsthand. Live music event activities are also an option for the Puncak Sosok marketing strategy which is routinely carried out almost every day. This program is effective in marketing to prospective tourists so that they are interested in visiting and enjoying the experience of the music directly while enjoying the view of the city of Yogyakarta from the top. This is because there is no night tourism destination in Bantul and even Yogyakarta that offers a similar concept, so that it becomes its own characteristic and uniqueness. This has been confirmed by the Management of Puncak Sosok and the Tourism Office. Even the concept of live music with a view on Puncak Sosok has been used as a role model by other tourist destinations to later hold the same concept.

The impact of this activity also affects aspects of Public Relations and Publicity. Puncak Sosok participated in delivering marketing messages through publicity coverage from the media. Puncak People use messages that they feel are more trustworthy than advertising. As stated by Rodrigues (Lohmann, 2017: 121) that in tourism marketing, it is important to deliver value to consumers because tourism products are something that is not physical, therefore the value received by consumers greatly determines tourist decisions.

Publicity from Puncak Sosok has strength in the media, one of which is through the unique concepts and events in Puncak Sosok such as natural beauty and live music exposed by the media. An image was built that Puncak Sosok was a distinctive and unique tourist destination. In addition to establishing good relations with the media, news is also carried out through social media, such Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, and also supported by the Bawuran Village website www.bawuran.Bantulkab.go.id.

Word-of-Mouth Marketing also influences Puncak Sosok’s marketing. Word of mouth is oral, written, and electronic communication between people related to the advantages or experiences of buying or using a product or service. Puncak Sosok serves tourists to be able to find it easy to travel to Puncak Sosok through partnerships with communities in Yogyakarta and several big cities in Indonesia. The attractiveness of Puncak Sosok is proven by the existence of the hashtag #PuncakSosok as many as 5000+
posts on media social Instagram from March 22, 2020.

Word-of-Mouth Marketing also occurs via word of mouth and WhatsApp application. Marketing about Puncak Sosok carried out through groups of communities, which have hundreds or even thousands of members. This happens because of the satisfaction and good experiences felt by tourists so that they are willing to recommend Puncak Sosok to others. Puncak Sosok use one of several forms of interactive marketing as explained by Lohmann (2017: 125) Interactive Marketing is an online activity and program designed to engage customers or prospects and directly or indirectly increase awareness, improve image, or create product sales and services, which is social media Instagram. This Instagram account @Puncak_Sosok is interactive and meets the criteria described by Lohmann.

The Puncak Sosok Instagram account can be said to be interactive but less informative. According to the manager, there are still frequent tourists visiting during the day, while Puncak Sosok itself is a night tourist destination. In addition, related to the live music program, there is no information regarding the schedule of the performers so that visitors often come to enjoy live music, but on that day live music is being abolished. The ineffective use of Instagram accounts as informative media is due to the lack of initiative taken by the manager. Even though it's not very informative, the Instagram account @Puncak_Sosok is interactive enough, such as the availability of the Direct Message service and the comments column, as well as showing the state of Puncak Sosok directly or live when the live music program is held through the live story on Instagram feature. The manager also re-shares posts from tourists that tag Puncak Sosok on their Instagram account as a form of interaction.

The results reveal that tourists feel the content listed on Puncak Sosok Instagram account is monotonous and less attractive. There is no identity of Puncak Sosok content to attract tourists. Approximately 90% of the content from Puncak Sosok Instagram account are reposts of visitor uploads. This factor is due to the lack of creativity on the part of social media managers.

The suitability of the promotion mix concept described by Kotler and Keller (2012: 240) with the marketing communication strategy carried out by Puncak Sosok is then found in the direct marketing and personal selling aspects. Puncak Sosok is involved by the Bantul
Regency Tourism Ministry in the activities of travel dialogue, fam-trips (familiarization trips) and travel fairs. In addition to the travel dialogue program, fam-trips (familiarization trips) and travel fairs, this aspect is also carried out independently by Puncak Sosok.

Direct marketing carried out by Puncak Sosok by following the travel dialogue activities and family trips (familiarization trip) that bring together the management of Puncak Sosok directly with tourists. In addition, Puncak Sosok also uses telephone and WhatsApp Application. In accordance with Kotler and Keller's explanation that direct marketing is the use of direct tourist channels to reach and deliver goods and services to customers without using marketing intermediaries. By doing direct marketing, Puncak Sosok and tourists can communicate directly, and get data or short analysis of what tourists are asking and directly what tourists want. So that it can be used as an evaluation material for Puncak Sosok. The direct marketing carried out independently by Puncak Sosok is related to Sosok Coffee products. Archipelago coffee that is labeled Sosok Coffee, to attract coffee lovers in Yogyakarta to visit Puncak Sosok. It’s done by directly inviting coffee lovers through Ngopi Senja event held by Puncak Sosok on May 26, 2019, to taste and buy Sosok Coffee products. It's just that direct marketing activities are constrained by human resources who manage Puncak Sosok who are quite minimal in terms of tourism knowledge, so that it cannot be done optimally and tends to be done by only a few people in the management structure.

The next Puncak Sosok promotion is personal selling. From the results of the research, Puncak Sosok carried out this strategy by taking advantage of the opportunity to participate in the travel fair event in the tourism exhibition stand held by the Tourism Ministry with the aim of attracting new tourists. Through this program, the manager of Puncak Sosok provides information to potential customers about what activities can be done while visiting Puncak Sosok. However, this strategy cannot be implemented optimally, because it only follows the program from the Tourism Ministry. Personal sales carried out independently by the manager are related to the existence of Sosok Coffee, but this is not selling well because the coffee products sold are Indonesian coffee which is only labeled Sosok Coffee.

From the implementation of Puncak Sosok Marketing Communication, it can be seen that the promotion mix of the
marketing communication mix elements according to Kotler and Keller. Evaluation on the implementation aspect of Puncak Sosok marketing communication shows that the implementation of all programs has mostly been going well, but there are several problems such as the lack of knowledge of Puncak Sosok human resources in the tourism sector and initiatives in terms of creativity related to social media accounts are less than optimal and only interactive rather than informative and persuasive. Problems were also found related to the absence of tour packages and original Sosok Peak products.

The Impact Phase, the Evaluation switches to testing whether the program goals and objectives that have been set previously can be achieved as desired. This evaluation is based on the measurement of the same variable, which becomes a reference in the program to show whether the measured changes are able to answer the objectives to be achieved. The form or technique of measurement carried out can be in the form of surveys or observations. In this stage, can find out the number of public targets who understand the core message delivered, changes in opinion, to changes in attitude. In the Impact evaluation stage, the researcher collects information and data about the effects of the program. At this stage, it will also produce recommendations on how the program should be implemented, resumed or terminated.

Tourism Marketing Communication

Some elements that make up marketing communication are called the marketing communication mix or promotion mix. In Kotler and Keller (2009: 174) the elements of the marketing communication mix consist of eight main communication models are Advertising, Sales Promotion, Events and Experiences, Public Relations and Publicity, Direct Marketing, Interactive Marketing, Word of Mouth Marketing, and Personal Selling.

According to Kotler (2009: 74) Advertising are all forms of nonpersonal presentations and promotions paid about, ideas, goods, services, or places by advertisers (government, companies, organizations) that are clearly identified. Advertising about a destination or travel package can be placed in various electronic and print media. Ads that want to maximize dramatization usually choose audio-visual like television.

Sales Promotion is one of the determining factors for the success of a marketing program. Sales promotion is all activities that aim to deliver or communicate a product or service to the
target market to take immediate action. Kotler and Keller (2012: 541) say "Sales promotion, a key ingredient in marketing campaigns, consist of a collection of incentive tools, mostly short term, designed to stimulate quicker or greater purchase of certain products or services by consumers or the trade". Advertising offers a reason to buy, whereas a sales promotion offers an incentive to buy.

Events and Experiences are the organization of activities or programs sponsored by the company / destination to create continuous or special interaction with a brand. These activities are company-sponsored activities and programs that are designed to create daily interactions or interactions related to specific brands, related to interactions with consumers, including arts, sports, entertainment and less formal activities.

The old name for Public Relations is publicity, the task of securing editorials as opposed to paid-space in print or broadcast media to promote or "praise" products, services, ideas, places, people or organizations.

Direct marketing is an interactive marketing system, by utilizing one or several advertising media to cause measurable responses and know a transaction. In this system, the communication made is directed directly to individual consumers, so that messages can be responded to by consumers concerned.

Lohmann, (2017: 125) interactive marketing is included in the tourism promotion mix. Interactive Marketing is an online activity and program designed to engage customers or prospects and directly or indirectly increase awareness, improve image, or create sales of products and services.

Word of Mouth Marketing is oral or written communication from people or electronic communication relating to the results or experience of visiting a destination area. The key aspects of social networking are word of mouth and the number and nature of conversations and communication between various parties. Word of mouth marketing is oral, written, and electronic communication between people that relates to excellence or experience buying or using a product or service.

Personal Selling is direct interaction with one or more prospective tourists to give presentations, answer questions, or generate sales.

Methods

This research uses a qualitative approach, which is an approach that is
constructed as a research strategy that uses more emphasis on words rather than quantification in data collection and analysis. According to Sugiyono (2007: 1) qualitative research is a method used to examine the condition of natural objects, where researchers as key instruments, data collection techniques are carried out in a combined manner, data analysis is inductive and the results emphasize the meaning of generalization. The object of this research is Puncak Sosok's marketing communication as a night tourism destination by examining the supporting and inhibiting factors both internal and external from the marketing communication that has been done by Puncak Sosok.

This research tested the validity of the data by prioritizing the confirmation aspect through the triangulation of sources. Source triangulation was performed using data sources. After the researcher interviewed all the sources, then matched the data from the expert's opinion as a comparison. This is done to be able to prove the validity of the data. In this research, the authors chose sources from Puncak Sosok manager, the chairman and management, and visitors of Puncak Sosok and the Bantul Tourism Ministry to balance the information obtained from interviews with the internal management of Puncak Sosok.

Discussion

The marketing communication strategy used by Puncak Sosok is to realize the vision of Puncak Sosok for "the realization of quality, competitive and competitive Bawuran Village tourism for the welfare of the community". Based on the results of research conducted, at the planning stage of Puncak Sosok marketing communication strategy through 2 stages, namely the process of determining targets and determining promotional tools. The determination of the target of this marketing communication strategy is based on the vision, mission, and goals that have been set.

Puncak Sosok has general targets and specific targets. In general, the targets are communities in Yogyakarta and Indonesia and the general public without age and occupational restrictions. These promotional tools include through the internet media in the form of village websites and social media, and posters to inform events that will be held at Puncak Sosok, through exhibitions, organizing events, and through synchronizing marketing communication programs with the Bantul district tourism office. The
program related to the marketing of Puncak Sosok was formulated with reference to the Bantul district regulation number 18 of 2015, concerning the regional tourism development master plan (RIIPPARDA). In this RIIPPARDA has arranged the development of tourism in the area in 2015-2025. The mission of regional tourism development is to develop tourism marketing that is integrated, responsible, and wide-scale to increase tourist visits by following technological developments.

The marketing communication program activities carried out by Puncak Sosok with the Bantul tourism agency include tourism development and assistance in marketing of Puncak Sosok through active involvement in various promotional activities for tourist destinations. Bantul tourism office has conventional and digital promotional activities. In conventional promotions there are activities both nationally and internationally, travel dialogue activities, familiarization trips, events and travel fairs.

Besides participating in the program from the Tourism Agency, Puncak Sosok also has a strategy that is managed independently. In marketing of Puncak Sosok, the manager uses promotion mix in marketing communication. Advertising via the Internet by utilizing internet technology is using social media namely websites, facebook, instagram and YouTube as well as posters besides being posted on the bulletin boards, also distributed via the Village website, Instagram and WhatsApp social media. To attract tourists, Puncak Sosok holds a live music event almost every day. Puncak Sosok also holds a program to watch football matches or films to attract visitors from the community concerned. The people of Puncak Sosok also still preserve traditional cultural arts such as jatilan, kethoprak, shadow puppets, hadroh, mocopat, dance and angklung performances which are packaged in the cultural title event Bawuran Fest. Establishing a good relationship carried out by the PR division with the Department of Tourism and the media or the press is also one way to promote Puncak Sosok. These media both television media, newspapers and online media around tourism. Media that has covered Puncak Sosok include travel.kompas.com, detik.com, Suara.com, jogja.tribunnews.com, Kedaulatan Rakyat Newspapers, Jogja Daily, Aditv, Trans7, Sctv, Jogja TV at the Serba Serbi Jogja event, and other media. Direct marketing carried out by Puncak Sosok is related to Indonesian coffee products labeled Kopi Sosok, to attract coffee connoisseurs in Yogyakarta and surrounding areas. Puncak
Sosok uses Instagram social media to establish interactive communication with tourists. For example, using the live Instagram Story feature to share the atmosphere of Puncak Sosok directly, also use the Direct Message feature to send messages to the admin if you have questions about Puncak Sosok. Besides that, Puncak Sosok manager also reshares photo posts from tourists on Instagram account as a form of interaction. Marketing through word of mouth or commonly referred to as word of mouth. This program was intentionally carried out by the managers of Puncak Sosok through communities in Yogyakarta. This program aims to make Puncak Sosok known to the public at large, especially those in Yogyakarta. One way to promote Puncak Sosok is to take advantage of opportunities when participating in events in the tourism exhibition stand with the aim to attract new tourists. In addition, sales with direct interaction with one or more potential tourists are also done when promoting Kopi Sosok.

The results of the preparation evaluation on the Puncak Sosok marketing communication strategy is that there has been a match between the background of the program and the strategy carried out by Puncak Sosok with a note of deficiencies namely in the breakdown of the number of tourist targets to be achieved by Puncak Sosok.

Evaluation on the implementation aspect of Puncak Sosok marketing communication shows that advertising is done on a small scale and uses owned media but the implementation is successful and carried out according to plan, the use of Instagram is effective enough to bring tourists, but not yet consistent in content management. The events that were held successfully carried out according to plan and became a tourist attraction and its own unique characteristics, but it has not been consistent in providing information about the filler schedule. Establish good relations with local and national media for message distribution, so that the image of Puncak Sosok is built as a unique night tourism destination. Successful dissemination of information through word of mouth is due to satisfaction and good experience so that tourists are willing to recommend Puncak Sosok.

From the evaluation results of Puncak Sosok Marketing Communication Impact it can be seen that there have been many publications by local and national media. Instagram social media has brought many new tourists, in the implementation of direct marketing and personal selling is
less effective because there are no typical products of Puncak Sosok yet. Puncak Sosok is known as a unique nightlife destination with unique live music and concepts.

The supporting factors of Puncak Sosok marketing communication are an open attitude and understanding of the benefits of community tourism as well as a unique concept that has gained a good image among other tourist destinations. Closeness and good relations with the media and stakeholders (tourists) provide many opportunities to promote Puncak Sosok for free both through media punitively and word of mouth. The inhibiting factor of the marketing of Puncak Sosok is that the management has limitations in the knowledge of the tourism sector, as well as the unavailability of tour packages and authentic original products to be traded.

Conclusion

The marketing communication program implemented by Puncak Sosok independently includes advertising, events and experiences, public relations and publicity, interactive marketing and word of mouth marketing. Puncak Sosok participates in programs from the Bantul Tourism Office through the Bantul Explore, Direct Marketing and Personal Sales applications. Puncak Sosok carry out sales promotions in the form of tour packages.

Puncak Sosok marketing communication program evaluation results as a reference in improving the program. The results of the evaluation in the preparation are the compatibility between the background of the program and the strategy that Puncak Sosok has done with the lack of detail in the number of tourists targets that Puncak Sosok wants to achieve. The evaluation results on the implementation show that advertising is carried out on a small scale and uses owned media but the implementation is successful. The events that were held successfully carried out according to plan and became a tourist destination and its own unique characteristics, but it has not been consistent in providing information about the filler schedule. Establish good relations with local and national media for message distribution, so that the image of Puncak
Sosok as a unique night tourism destination is built. The results of the evaluation on the Impact aspect are a large number of publications by local and national media and are known as distinctive night tourism destinations with live music and unique concepts that increase the number of visitors. However, there are some programs that are still ineffective and need to be improved again such as programs in the aspects of direct marketing and personal selling which have less impact on attracting tourists.

The supporting factors of Puncak Sosok marketing communication are an open attitude and understanding of the benefits of community tourism as well as a unique concept that has gained a good image among other tourist destinations. The closeness and good relations that exist with the media and stakeholders (tourists) provide many opportunities to promote Puncak Sosok for free both through media punitively and word of mouth. The inhibiting factor of Puncak Sosok's marketing communication is that the manager has limited knowledge in tourism, as well as the unavailability of tour packages and authentic original products for sale.
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